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ACROSS
1.  language errors repeated back in 

corrected form 
8.  synonym for “calculate”
15. the furthest distance to an orbiting 

body (adj.)
16. another name for any noble gas, 

derived from atomic number 18
17. FLOTUS misspelled by POTUS
18. the material remaining after
19. causing epidemic disease
21. for some, four or eight years; for 

others, two, six, or a lifetime
22. women and men to accompany faith-

ful Muslims in Paradise
23. pornstar ___ Daniels, née Stephanie 

Clifford
25. ascend, soar; to seek to attain
28. genus of the laughing hyena
30. to hallow or consecrate
31. to Rihanna, “SOS means someone 

___ me”
32. he “floats like a butterfly, stings like 

a bee”
34. TikTok meme: “andIcanputitina___”
35. the range of an invesitgation; mouth-

wash
37. whom to inform: “next of ___”
38. to have a seat
39. literally, “helmeted head” (at birth)
40. a locomotor organ consisting of a 

row of strong cilia
42. volcanic crater formed by collapse
44. where two lines meet; also, to trap
45. to remove these, a small parasite, 

from pets
46. politically incorrect comp-sci term
48. a singing show: “American ___”
49. the beginnings of evenings

53. “the one that bears a cone” (tree or 
shrub)

56. sour-tasting; relating to vinegar
57. presidential messaging platform 
58. the second D in DOD, but in British 

spelling 
59. Cronkite, Mitchell, Blitzer, etc.
60. shortened word for these large and 

heavy hammers; or, vehicle borne on 
runners

DOWN
1.  cars take one to enter and exit a 

freeway
2.  the heaviest weapon in fencing
3.  low points along a ridge
4.  a genus of evergreen tree in the 

Southern Hemisphere
5.  the graduating class in high school or 

college
6.  language native to Yunnan, China
7.  scornful expression 
8.  a virtual or physical shopping ___
9.  a metal-bearing mineral or rock
10. the pluralized abbreviation of 

certain automatic weapons; also, the 
pluralized abbreviation of a metric 
measurement of mass

11. historical province in west-central 
France; capital city was Poitiers

12. to have deliberately begun
13. a character from Carnival Row; also 

a crystalline borosilicate mineral 
compounded with elements such as 
aluminum or sodium

14. the news media: “the ___ of the peo-
ple” (according to Stalin and Trump)

20. pope between 1447-1455
23. the bottom of a foot

24. a main protocol in the Internet Pro-
tocol Suite (abbr.)

25. a coarse wool from the inferior parts 
of fleece

26. to pour, in large amounts (idiom)
27. a scale of 5 notes
29. short for a member of Congress
33. non-reac_ive
35. a Tai language spoken in Laos
36. an undersirable dog; a contemptible 

man (informal)
39. center for the control (and pre-

vention) of disease; hamstrung by 
COVID’s greatest ally

40. “negative media ___” (Trump tweet)
41. to deal with in writing or speech; 

given medical care
43. Frasier Crane’s ex-wife

44. a culture of removing from public 
consciousness

45. formal pronouncements from an 
authoritative source (Latin pl.)

47. British term for an American leash 
(pl.)

49. to make a mistake, conj. in the 
3rd-person sing.

50. antonym of “short”
51. potential nickname for Lucy; Latin 

root meaning “light”
52. Stockholm School of Entrepreneur-

ship (abbr.)
54. alphabetical precursor to FTP; also, 

“failure to obey” (abbr.)
55. contraction of “forever” (-4)
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